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“I am brought to tears every time as I relive the precious
memories that they so beautifully captured! Schrack & Co,
thank you a million times over for capturing my day with such
beautiful pictures that I will cherish forever!”

kind words

Lyndsey & Cory    /    October 2, 2021





we’re so glad you’re here

elcomeW
   Thank you wholeheartedly for
considering Schrack & Co.
Photography to capture the
magic of your wedding day. It is
an immense honor to be
considered for this
unforgettable occasion.

   As you delve into this guide we
hope you feel the passion and
dedication we pour into our
craft. At Schrack & Co.
Photography our ultimate goal
is to encapsulate the essence of
your love story with artistry
and finesse. We strive to be your
storytellers preserving your
most cherished moments in
timeless portraits that will be
treasured for generations to
come.

   Your trust in us is a privilege.
We are committed to exceeding
your expectations in every
aspect of our service. We eagerly
anticipate the opportunity to
create breathtaking memories
together and to be part of your
journey as you embark on this
beautiful chapter of your lives.

   Please don’t hesitate to reach
out with any questions.

The Schracks
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what to expect
Philosophy & Vision

    Our philosophy is deeply rooted in the belief that every portrait
should not only be visually captivating but also resonate with the true

essence of our clients. We are dedicated to crafting images that
authentically reflect your individuality and the profound emotions

of your special moments.

    Our commitment goes beyond merely showcasing our artistic style;
we aim to imbue each photograph with the distinctiveness of your
personality, your love story, and your vision. By embracing your

uniqueness, we create timeless images that are not just pictures, but
heartfelt narratives of your journey.

    At the heart of our approach, lies the understanding that every
client is unique, and every love story is one-of-a-kind. We listen

attentively to your desires, infuse our expertise with your personal
touch, and together, we co-create a gallery of memories that are as

beautiful and extraordinary as you are.

    With us, it's not just about capturing moments; it's about celebrating
your individuality and preserving the authenticity of your story in

every frame.
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invest in preserving your heritage
wedding collections

On your wedding day, we blend posed,
candid, and fine art techniques to

meticulously curate a stunning and deeply
personal gallery. 

Recognizing the individuality of every
couple, we provide a range of collections
tailored to suit your distinct preferences

and needs. We’re more than happy to
further curate any of these collections to

fit your needs.
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10 hours of coverage /  second photographer /
1.5 hour engagement session / pre-wedding

consultation / 48 hour wedding preview / all
edited images delivered via online gallery /

elegant print box

signature luxe wedding collection

C10 hours of 
overage

Cost : $5,200.00 





8 hours of coverage
classic wedding collection

8 hours of coverage /  second photographer / 1
hour engagement session / pre-wedding

consultation / 48 hour wedding preview / all
edited images delivered via online gallery

simplicity wedding collection

6 hours of coverage /  one photographer / pre-
wedding consultation / 48 hour wedding
preview / all edited images delivered via

online gallery

Cost : $4,000.00 

Cost : $2,400.00 

6 hours of coverage





A
I.  extra hour(s)

Extra hours can be booked or added spontaneously
on your wedding day without any hassle.

A bridal session is a session dedicated to you, the bride. You
can dress up in your wedding gown, hair and makeup and
enjoy a session dedicated to you, without the stress of a
wedding day timeline.

You and your spouse can enjoy a relaxed hour of newly wed
portraits in a picturesque location without the constraints
of a wedding day timeline.

Capture the warmth and excitement of your rehearsal
dinner with our 2 hour photography coverage.. From candid
moments to formal portraits, we'll document every heartfelt
interaction and cherished memory at your rehearsal dinner.

II. Bridal Session

III. After Wedding Session

IV. Rehearsal Dinner

$300.00

$425.00

$425.00

$600.00

dd on’s
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ngagement SessionE

1 Hour of
Engagement Coverage

location of choice / one hour coverage / up to
two outfit changes / all edited images

delivered via online gallery

Cost : $450.00 
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Faq’s..
Common questions

I.    How can we book you for our wedding?

Before booking with us for your wedding day we’ll schedule a personal
meeting in which we’ll go over the details that matter most to you on your
wedding day, and ensure we can deliver you photos that you’ll love and
cherish forever.

II.    Are there any extra travel fees?

If your wedding is in Florida travel fees are already included in the price,
travel fees are also included if your wedding is in Savannah, Georgia.

III.    do you provide discounts?

we do offer a 10% discount to first responders and healthcare workers, as
well as to family and friends. If you have been referred by someone who has
used us in the past we’ll provide a 10% discount to you.

IV.    do we need a second shooter?

Considering factors like venue size and location, a second shooter may
not always be essential. However, for couples with a packed wedding day
schedule craving an extensive collection of photos, we highly recommend
opting for a second shooter to ensure every cherished moment is
beautifully captured from multiple angles.
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Faq’s
Common questions

V.    What will happen if it starts to rain on our wedding day ?

This is our most asked question. However, we want to assure you that we've
got you covered. We collaborate closely with you and your planner to
identify the most visually captivating locations, ensuring that even in the
event of rain, your photos will remain stunning and timeless. Weather
won't compromise the beauty of your memories with us."

VI.    How many photos can we expect?

We calculate about 60-70 photos per hour. So in an 8 hour wedding day you
can expect 500+ photos. This number may vary depending on wedding day
circumstances and if there is a second shooter present. We then do a
qualitative selection for the best portraits and do a touch up edit to
provide you with your full gallery.

VII.    do you photoshop?

While we are able to photoshop, we will not photoshop to change figures,
faces etc. We do light touch ups to reflect the most authentic portrayal of
each individual on the day of the wedding. 

VII.    is there a deposit fee?

we do request a 25% retainer fee which will be applied to your wedding
photography collection total price.
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NEXTsteps
You want us to capture your wedding
day, now what?

Q:

We would love to set up a quick
phone call or face time call to get
to know more about you, your fiance
and your wedding vision.

After our introductory call, we’ll
send you a proposal, where you can
review what we’ve discussed and sign
a contract as well as make the 25%
retainer deposit towards your
photography wedding collection.
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It’s smooth sailing from there!
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youThank
For considering Schrack & Co.

We cannot thank you enough for your
interest in us to capture your wedding

day!  

It is an honor and a privilege for us to
capture your heritage and legacy!


